Abstract. We prove that the sign of Kloosterman sums Kl(1, 1; n) changes infinitely often as n runs through the square-free numbers with at most 15 prime factors. This improves on a previous result by Sivak-Fischler who obtained 18 instead of 15. Our improvement comes from introducing an elementary inequality which gives lower and upper bounds for the dot product of two sequences whose individual distributions are known.
Introduction
The distribution of values of Kloosterman sums Kl(a, b; n) = x (mod n) (x,n)=1 e ax + bx n is an important question in number theory. By the Estermann-Weil bound (see [1] ) we have, for 32 n,
where ω(n) is the number of distinct prime divisors of n (for 32 | n the bound holds with an additional factor √ 2 on the right hand side). In particular | Kl(1, a; p)| ≤ 2 √ p.
Since Kl(1, a; p) is real, this implies that there is an angle θ p,a ∈ [0, π] such that cos θ p,a = Kl(1, a; p) 2 √ p .
The distribution of the angles θ p,a is related to the Sato-Tate measure µ ST on [0, π] defined by dµ ST = 2 sin 2 θ π dθ.
Indeed Katz has proved the following result concerning the vertical distribution (see [5, Example 13.6] ).
Theorem. The angles θ p,a for a = 1, . . . , p − 1 are equidistributed with respect to the Sato-Tate measure as p → ∞, i.e. we have
A corresponding horizontal result is expected to hold.
Conjecture. The angles θ p,a for p ∼ X are equidistributed with respect to the Sato-Tate measure as X → ∞, i.e. we have
However, it is not even known whether Kl(1, a; p) changes sign infinitely often. In this paper we prove the following approximation towards that. Theorem 1. There exist X 0 ≥ 1 and c 0 > 0 such that, for X ≥ X 0 , we have
The first result of this type was obtained by Fouvry and Michel [3] . They showed the result with the condition ω(n) ≤ 15 replaced by assertion that all prime factors of n are larger than n 1/23.9 (which of course implies the above with 15 replaced by 23). Sivak-Fischler has improved 1/23.9 to 1/22.29 in [7] and showed the above theorem with 15 replaced by 18 in [6] .
The method described
Following [2] and [6] we consider the sum
where g(y) is a smooth function supported in the interval [1, 2] , Λ k = (log) k * µ is the generalized von Mangoldt function and λ d are Selberg sieve weights satisfying
where the level 2z = 2X 1/20 (log X) −B for some large positive constant B.
Recalling that Λ k (n) is supported on numbers with at most k distinct prime factors, Theorem 1 follows once we have proved the following propositions in whicĥ g = 2 1 g(x)dx.
Proposition 1.
For every large enough X we have
Proposition 2. For every large enough X there exist sieve weights
In Section 4 we show how Proposition 2 follows from Sivak-Fischler's work [6] . In Section 3 we prove Proposition 1 still following Sivak-Fischler's arguments that go back to [3] . Our improvement comes from introducing the following lemma which might have other applications. 
where y l (x) is the smallest solution to the equation
Remark 3. As will be clear from the proof, the bounds are best possible under the given assumptions. The lower bound can be used to replace the trivial bound
which holds for any A, B ∈ [0, 1].
Proof of Lemma 2. Denote byc n the sequence c n arranged in increasing order. Then by the rearrangement inequality (see [4, Theorem 368]),
Invoking the equidistribution of the sequence a m , the right hand side is by the rearrangement inequality.
Proof of Proposition 1
In the proof of the lower bound we restrict the summation over n in (3) to numbers with at most 5 prime factors. More precisely, we will consider the sum restricted to the union of the sets
where Y = exp( √ log X) and δ is a small positive constant. We write further
when P i are such that
for (m, n) = 1 and n square-free. By (1) we have |C(m; n)| ≤ 1 and by the Chinese reminder theorem (5) C(1; mn) = C(m; n)C(n; m).
Next we define some measures that are related to the distribution of values of C(m; n) in the interval [−1, 1]. Following [3] we define a measure µ (1) on [−1, 1] to be the image of the measure µ ST under the mapping θ → cos θ, so that dµ
Now we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let j ∈ {3, 4, 5}. The set
is equidistributed in [−1, 1] with respect to the measure µ (j−1) , and the set
is equidistributed in [−1, 1] with respect to the measure µ (1) .
Proof. This follows exactly as [3, Propositions 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3].
Now we are ready to attack the sum on the left hand side of (3). First we restrict the summation to the sets P j giving
Hence, by the multiplicity property (5), we need to consider log 2j X sums
where 
for some fixed numbers x j and y j . We take more advantage of the equidistribution result in Lemma 4. Indeed combining Lemma 4 with Lemma 2, we see that
where y j (x) is the unique solution to the equation
We write
say, where we have substituted p i = X αi and used the prime number theorem. Numerical calculation 1 gives
which finishes the proof of Proposition 1. One could improve the lower bound slightly by choosing y and z more carefully, making numerical calculations more accurately, and introducing more sets P j . However, the real difficulty comes from the fact that the upper bound increases rapidly if one tries to get a result with less prime factors. This seems to be because of loss coming from an estimate in [6, beginning of Section 3.3.1].
Proof of Proposition 2
Recall that z = X 1/20 (log X) −B and let y = X 2/5 . Then by [6, Theorème 1.7 and Lemme 4.3] there exists coefficients (λ d ) d≥1 satisfying the conditions (2) such that
≤ĝX P (log X, log(2X/y), log z)
where P (x, y, z) is a homogenous polynomial of degree 22. The polynomial P is defined in [6, end of Section 7] in terms of polynomials P 1 and P 3 defined in [6, Lemme 6.1 and 6.3] . Notice that exponents of ζ-functions in the definition of P 3 in [6, Lemme 6.3] should correspond those in the definition of T P 3,1 in [6, equation (50)].
